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Soil moisture estimates
In-situ measurements - point scales, limited
spatial coverage

Remote sensing - broader spatial coverage,
temporally discontinuous due to orbital gaps and
sensor limitations

Land surface models - spatially and
temporally continuous, but suffer
from errors in modeling inputs,
model structure and limitations in
conceptual formulations
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Reichle et al. (2004)

Soil moisture estimates from these three sources show large differences with each other

Global climatology of soil moisture is undetermined

Interpreting soil moisture
No consistent, universally accepted way of reporting soil moisture measurements
Remote sensing retrievals reported either as volumetric water content or estimates of
water saturation

Converting between these two spaces require the knowledge of soil properties, which
are not often reported in retrieval products
Soil moisture in land surface models is a model-specific quantity
Simulated “soil moisture” does not have an unambiguous meaning. It is a strongly modelspecific quantity, essentially an “index” of the moisture states, with a dynamic range
defined by the specific evaporation and runoff formulations utilized by the given model.
…..
Given these differences, the direct transfer of one model’s soil moisture into another and
in applications is, in fact, inappropriate.
….
The remote sensing of soil moisture via satellite holds particular promise to address the
lack of in situ observations across the globe, but much work is still needed to address the
proper use of these data for model improvement. In some existing cases, satellite
methods seem to return their own forms of soil moisture indices rather than direct soil
moisture estimates.
Koster et al. (2009)

Interpreting soil moisture
Most studies focus on the evaluation of temporal variability in soil moisture estimates,
rather than an analysis of absolute soil moisture estimates.
The climatology differences are addressed by rescaling them using methods such as
CDF matching

e.g. ESA CCI data
data assimilation environments
Anomaly-based evaluation approaches underestimate the errors in soil moisture
datasets (Dorigo et al. 2010)

The information from the mean signal is essentially ignored, but it can be an important
source of signals

Issues with rescaling

Spurious statistical artifacts introduced in the lumped CDF matching approach, which
are reduced when CDF matching is more finely resolved (temporally)

Research objectives
Downstream applications that require input of soil moisture are reliant on
estimates from LSMs and remote sensing though these measurements
lack “observability”
Reducing the ambiguity about their interpretation is necessary to reduce
potential misuses of the data

Quantify the systematic and random error components of soil moisture
estimates and assess their relative contribution to the total error
Analysis conducted using outputs from land surface models and remote
sensing

Approach
Employ the error decomposition approach previously applied for
evaluating satellite precipitation datasets
The total mean squared error (MSE) is decomposed into the random and
systematic components

The linear regression is computed by

Reference data
1) USDA ARS experimental watersheds → 7 stations, since 2001
2) USDA SCAN → 123 stations
3) NOAA USCRN → 112 stations
SCAN and USCRN networks provide hourly surface soil moisture
measurements at a depth of 5cm (from 2000 and 2011 onward,
respectively)

Model and remote sensing-based soil moisture data
Suite of LSMs implemented in the NLDAS2 and in
operations at NOAA/NCEP
LSMs forced with high quality (radar + gauge) precipitation
inputs
Noah version 2.8
Mosaic
Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) v4.0.3
Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SAC)).
Soil moisture estimates at 10 cm thick surface layer

Remote sensing-based soil moisture estimates include
retrievals from recent L-band missions
SMOS (CATDS, ~40km, 2012-2017)
SMAP (L3, enhanced radiometer, 9km, SPL3SMP_E,
2015-2017)

Error decomposition example
Error decomposition approach (Willmott 1981, AghaKouchak 2012)

Error decomposition of SMAP estimates
At most locations, the
systematic error is the
dominant component,
whereas the contribution of
the random error component
is low

At the domain averaged
scale, 12% of the MSE can
be attributed to the random
error component with the
systematic error accounting
for the remaining 88%
Similar results from SMOS
with the domain averaged
contributions of the
systematic and random errors
at 63% and 37%, respectively

Systematic

Error decomposition of Noah28 estimates

At most locations, the random
error component is low.

Total

Similar results from other
LSMs, with the random error
contribution ranging from 512%

Distribution of error components

Distribution of total error (MSE)
and the systematic component
shows an even distribution
Distribution of the random error
component is skewed to the low
error values
SMAP shows low random error;
SMOS with a higher random
error
LSMs have low random error;
almost all of the larger MSE
errors can be attributed to the
bias errors

Compared to the LSMs, the total errors are generally higher for the remote
sensing products.
Mean random error estimate from SMAP is comparable to that of the
LSMs.
Across the LSMs, Mosaic has the lowest total MSE, followed by SAC,
Noah28 and VIC

Stratification of errors by vegetation type

Error estimates are high for thick
vegetation types and significantly
lower for moderate vegetation
types, reflecting the limitations of
the PM sensors over dense
vegetation canopies
Error estimates are lower for the
LSMs
Random error levels for SMAP are
comparable to that of the LSMs,
particularly for moderate vegetation
categories

Summary
The systematic error is the dominant component of the total error in soil moisture
estimates (both modeled and remote sensing based)
There is a significant need for reducing the systematic errors of the retrievals and
LSM estimates
for improving the “observability” of soil moisture
for better representation of soil moisture heterogeneity and human management
impacts
Current soil moisture DA configurations are primarily focused on improving the
random error components, which are already good, particularly when the models
are forced with high quality precipitation.

Systematic errors in models can be improved through calibration; the models need
to move away from the legacy of being just a tunable boundary condition for
weather/climate models
Remote sensing retrievals also must encompass advanced data fusion and mining
techniques to improve their observability

